
To use the Real Stock Pro in Clay Hunt VR you’ll need to put the software in gunstock mode. To do this go to the main menu in the 
clubhouse. In the upper left corner there is a gear icon with options written underneath it (fig. 1). Using the trigger as your selector button 
and click on the options icon. The next screen you’ll see general options like clay color, training aids like swing tracker, point of aim, etc. 

There are two tabs at the top of this screen, click on the controllers tab (fig. 2). This will take you to the controllers page. Here you will see 
the option of selecting “default” controllers or “Gun Stock” as the mode of operation. You’ll want to select gun stock here. Underneath that 
you’ll see a click box for the Real Stock Pro you’ll click on that as it will turn on the default preset variables for the Real Stock Pro (fig. 3). 
These variables can be further adjusted via the X,Y,Z and Pitch, Roll and Yaw variables detailed on the reverse side of this page. If you’re 

left handed you select that here as well. The assembly instructions show how to swap the grips for left hand opperation. 
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Real Stock Pro™
Clay Hunt VR™ Fine Tuning Adjustments

In Clay Hunt VR there is a gunstock mode in the settings menu (see opposite side for details on that). Please use the 
Real Stock Pro presets as your base starting point but if you need to adjust the gun placement further this is how the 
varibles work. There is an X, Y and Z movement for the trigger grip and a Pitch, Yaw and Roll function that bases its 
axis off where the trigger grip is.

Z-Axis moves the virtual gun forward or backwards from your face

PITCH rotates the virtual gun up or down around 
the center point of the trigger or rear grip 

Y-Axis moves 
the virtual gun 

up or down

YAW rotates the virtual gun around the center 
point of the trigger or rear grip 

X-Axis moves 
the virtual gun 

left or right
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VIEW ROLL rotates the virtual gun around the center 

point of the trigger or rear grip 


